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and take the advice of our representatives on the spot about
the necessary measures.
He ended with a more than usually bitter onslaught on
Socialism for its militant pacifism. 11 suppose we shall
see inscribed on their banners in letters of gold such
cries as ^Socialism is defeatism"; "Endorse Socialism
and leave English women to their fate"!' Such lapses
into party jargon are rare, and do not, it would seem,
represent Eden's instinctive approach to controversy. Never-
theless this somewhat excessive and artificial anger had the
effect of putting Labour on the defensive, making it appear
at once indifferent and partisan, and although Mr. Clynes
made an effort to smooth out the debate by asserting that no
Opposition speaker had ever criticized the Government for
their negotiations but only for their military action, his
party called for a division, and were roundly defeated by 303
votes to 124.
On ^rd March Eden moved his first resolution, on the
subject of Empire Settlement, and cashed-in on the experi-
ence he had gained from his visit to * Places in the Sun '. His
motion was skilfully worded and calculated to eliminate
party strife. It declared: * That this House observes that over
a period of widespread depression in trade the proportion of
our trade with the Empire has increased and continues to
increase; and. is of opinion that, in order to benefit the people
of this country by developing our best and most productive
markets, and in order to assist those Dominions which so
desire it, further to increase the British population within
their territories, no effort should be spared in co-operation
with the Governments of the Dominions to initiate new pro-
posals and to increase the existing facilities for settlement in
the Empire overseas.' The speech he made to this theme
was one of his best efforts. It was well informed but not
overloaded with detail, criticaj. but not cantankerous. It

